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"Wow what can I say?..

Discover your next nature
break, slow it down by the coast,
or reconnect with the fields and
woodlands.

This site looked good online but was even better than
we imagined."

"Great location with amazing Coastal walks."
"If peace and quiet is your thing then this ticks the box.
All you can hear is the wildlife."
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Contact us today | coastandcountryparks.co.uk
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MEET THE

Family
BEHIND COAST & COUNTRY

Meet eldest son and Director David James, a keen hiker and lover of the outdoors

Heading up the family are leading Directors'
Ian & Francesca James 'Mum & Dad.'

The Coast and Country Adventure

Coast & Country Parks are a family owned business with Ian & Francesca
James at the helm, with their two sons David and Christopher fresh onboard,
it's a full family affair!
"Having started with our first park in Somerset in 1988 we feel we have
brought the same' happy team, happy retreat' ethos to each retreat ever since."
The James' family can always be found on park somewhere, and often host
team days and owner events such as BBQ’s and coffee mornings where our
owners can enjoy fun activities, get to know one another.
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"We are a close-knit team, working
across 4 quiet and tranquil holiday
parks to deliver a sense of community
whilst also emulating a relaxed and
calming atmosphere.

David & Chris James at Tamar view in Cornwall

Whether you're staying amidst the
rolling hills of Lynton, taking in the
breathtaking views of the Tamar
Valley, enjoying the serene views
from your own balcony at Brean,
Somerset, or nestled river-side
amongst the rich woodland of Notter
Bridge, Cornwall."
Christopher James joined as the Sales & Operations
Manager in 2020, and shares his family's passion for
nature, keeping active and getting out in the elements.

The family have been brought up flitting between the sandy shores of
Brean, North devon and the stunning coastal paths of Cornwall,
encompassing their love for the South-west.
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6 Wellness
benefits of taking
a nature break

Nature is not just a
place to visit, nature
is home .

Get back to nature with a holiday by the
Coast or Countryside

Broadsands beach

Life is meant for

Spectacular Adventures

Improves focus & general mood
This is your time to book some time away from
the city and the daily hustle, and give yourself a
digital detox, or just some time out just for you.
Our South West parks boast some of the country’s
most picturesque beaches and nature trails, perfect
for slow days getting outdoors for a wonder.
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Boosts Immune system & increases Re-connects you with nature and
those around you
Vitamin D exposure
Because lets face it, we've spent enough time
indoors already this year! We all need to spend
more time outdoors and make the most of the early
morning sun which is when Vitamin D exposure is
at it's highest, and feel the immediate health benefits.

Immerse yourself in brilliant nature trails, rivers for
kayaking/canoeing and fishing lakes, camp out
under the clear night skies of Exmoor or stay in
tranquil riverside sand woodland in Cornwall.

Means your furry friend can join Inspires you to lead a healthier
in on all the fun!
lifestyle and look after you better

Reduces stress levels and improves
sleep pattern

The best gift you can give yourself and those around
Going on holiday is all about making magical
memories with the whole family, including your you is to lead a healthy and happy lifestyle, looking
pets, You won't have to leave them behind as all after yourself first means knowing when to take a
break and give yourself some deserved time off away
our parks are pet friendly.
Glamping
at
from distractions
and just take the pressure off!

It's been proven that staying in places surrounded by
nature encourages a more natural sleep routine, can
reduce signs of stress and anxiety and can even reset
your body clock after just a week away.

www.coastandcountryparks.co.uk
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Create memories whilst
getting out in nature

Beach days at Woolacombe & Saunton Sands
Explore the Exmoor National Park
Walk to Watersmeet for a Cream Tea
Wonder around Hartland Abbey and Gardens
Take a boat Safari to see the local sealife around
Ilfracombe and discover the seals and bird life.
Visit the Valley of the rocks
Navigate the cobbles streets of Clovelly.
Walk part of the Southwest Coast Path.

Devon
DREAMY

be the right

kind of busy

Broadsands beach

N.orth Devon in the Summer, comes alive
with it's vast golden beaches and dramatic
headlands.

Take up wild swimming

connect with
the wild

North Devon attracts holiday makers from all walks
of life, hikers, campers, glampers all looking to get
away from the hustle and bustle of the city and reset.
Getting back in the outdoors amongst the vast
expanse of Exmoor, or meandering along the rugged
cliffpaths of Lynton and Lynmouth is a great way to
switch off and really give yourself the time away from
daily distractions.
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Valley of the rocks

Choose your perfect stay

Lynton
Lynmouth

Lodge

Pet friendly

Glamping

Glamping pod

Campervan

Hot tub

Camping

Touring

explore the
Glen Lyn Gorge

LOVE

Lynmouth
Amongst the breathaking backdrop of the
rolling exmoor hills and dramatic coastline of
the Valley of the Rocks, Lynmouth Holiday
Retreat settles almost seamlessly against the
dramatic backdrop overlooking Lynmouth
bay and the gentle buzz of it's harboursidetown.
From the dog walking meadow, foxglove
laden hedgerows, bewildering bay views, lots
of walking trails right on your doorstep, an
idyllic trip back to nature and simpler times.
With its quaint meandering roads and lack of
noisy attractions, this retreat will get you
rediscovering your love for nature and the
great outdoors.
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Lynton
balcony views
cliff railway

holiday
lodges - camp
under the stars own your own
lodge - pitch up
your camper
van.

cruise the
valley of the rocks

Get touring with your pooches, with
room for all the family, whether you're
glamping, camping or staying in our
pet friendly caravans, don't let them
miss out this season.
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Spent a lovely 4 days at Lynmouth holiday Retreat.
I was very impressed The staff are all friendly and helpful, they
explained all the walks from the site and gave me information on local
taxi that were dog friendly The site is well looked after, the toilets and
showers were clean and well maintained, i had a grass pitch
with electric and water the view from the pitch across
to the sea was amazing especially as the sun sets.
- Dawn Badnell

Camping

-

Catch a
Sunset

under Exmoor's clear night skies

Go wild

swimming

Is it time for a
digital detox?

LYNMOUTH

Holiday Retreat
Pick your pitch, whether it's for your tent,
campervan, motorhome or touring caravan..
Walk the Watersmeet trail
Climb up to the Valley of the rocks
Walk down to Lynton
Stroll up to Hollerday hill
Follow the path to Glen Lyn Gorge
Hike the coast path to Heddon's Mouth

Luxury Sea view Caravans . Glamping Pods . Stargazing Bell Tents
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Contact us today: 01598 753349 | coastandcountryparks.co.uk
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Luxury Sea view Caravans . Glamping Pods . Stargazing Bell Tents

DISCOVER YOUR
PERFECT VIEW IN
NORTH DEVON
Hidden amongst the rolling Exmoor hills
Stay in one of the stunning sea view holiday lodges, or glamp a
while in one of the Scandi-style glamping pods or Star gazer bell
tents, The main camping and touring areas offer a choice of either
luscious green valley views or across to the beautifully blue
seascape of Lynmouth bay.

relax in
comfort

Premium Sea view Caravans

Our premium holiday caravans offer a
prominent position over the park with
stunning sea views. These are 2 bedroom,
boasting a spacious living come dining
area with a veranda perfect for alfresco
dining with all the family.

Holiday Caravans
Hot tub

Sleeps 4

Lodge

Our holiday caravans offer a collection of 2-3
bedrooms, boasting a spacious living come dining
area with pet friendly options too. These are
perfect as a base if you are wanting to explore the
area and want a budget friendly alternative.

Pet friendly

Sleeps 4-6

Lodge

Stargazer Bell Tent
Glamping Pods

Remove the stress from camping and go
glamping, these wooden, fully insulated pods, Sleeps 2
with under floor heating, provide a comfortable
alternative to being under canvas.

Pod

For those wanting to switch off and embrace
the natural surroundings and nature, our bell
glamping tent has its own deck, you can even Sleeps 2+2
gaze up at the stars at night from your bed!

Bell tent

Wake up to the Sunrise over the bay
and Wildlife on your doorstep.

Really lovely site, we were lucky to visit a few times over the
summer. It’s such a beautiful part of the country and many
walks directly from the site. I’d happily recommend to anyone!
- Jo Champion
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ACCOMMODATION
Contact us today: 01598 753349 | coastandcountryparks.co.uk
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LYNMOUTH

Explore the dramatic
valley of the rocks and
visit the wild goat herd.

Holiday Retreat
Take a walk down to old
historical towns of
Lynton & Lynmouth

Situated not far from the South west coast
path, be sure to bring some hardy
footwear as there are some stunning walks
direct from the park, take a river walk to
Watersmeet, or take the road walk down
to Lynmouth.

Facilities

Country Inn next door
Modern heated shower block
Dog wash station
Laundrette & ironing
Eco dishwasher
Motorhome services
Local produce and Gift shop
Coffee machine in reception

Wifi available
Calor & camping gas
Picnic area
Freezer
Power bank hire
BBQ blocks
Dog walking field
Share Library phonebox

Keep an ear out for some of
the parks more private
visitors, red deer have been
seen roaming the grounds.

Exmoor has some of
the clearest night
skies, why not stay
in one of our new
Stargazer belle tents
for the ultimate
Exmoor experience.
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Walk from park

Straight from park, head for the picturesque riverside trail down to Watersmeet, or
alternatively head down to the old Victorian Lynton & Lynmouth and take a ride on the
old water powered cliff railway, or take your walks a little further onto the dramatic
Valley of the rocks with it's wild goat herds and dramatic landscape, the surrounding
area is covered in rolling hills and luscious valleys, it's no wonder this area is often
referred to as 'little Switzerland' by those who visit.

Meet our lovely wardens at
Reception, at the retreat we have no
noisy entertainment or amusements
distracting you from immersing
yourself in nature and fully
embracing the luscious valleys
around you, whilst reconnecting you
with your wild side!

Head next door to the
Beggars roost Inn after a
day full of adventures .
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connect with
the cornish
coastline

#leaveonlyfootprints

No matter where you are situated in Cornwall you are never more than 30 minutes from the beach.

Cornwall
COLOURFUL

There's never been a better time
to explore the uk

There’s something joyful about walking up the steps of your
accommodation and turning the key in the door to your own country
escape, knowing that you can now heartily put your busy world on
mute, and focus on the excitement that comes from unpacking your
bags and making plans for your first full day of holiday bliss in Cornwall.
We know now more than ever how busy Cornwall can feel during the
holiday season, that's why we are fortunate to offer two hidden country
locations on the edge of the Devon/Cornwall border, perfect for those
wishing for a quiet base from which to explore the quieter sides to
Cornwall.

Our Cornwall Parks are nestled into the
stunning scenery of Poldark Country, famous
for it's mining heritate. With over 400 miles of
coastline, no inland area of Cornwall is more
than 25 miles from the sea.

Make the most of your stay by getting outdoors
Explore the mining history spanning across the whole of Cornwalll

Notter Bridge and Tamar View are the perfect
holiday bases to explore the dramatic cliffscape
of the North coast, the picturesque fishing
villages of the South Coast - Fowey and
Polperro, or the historical mining heritage of
the Tamar Valley.

@explorewithgreen
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Get closer to nature by the coast
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explore the
Glen Lyn Gorge

NOTTER BRIDGE

Luxury hot tub lodges
Tranquil woodland
Premium glamping pods
Own your own lodge

Set back in nature

Nestled in the wooded valley running along
the Lynher River, Notter Bridge Retreat lies
in a sheltered position amidst the natural
untamed woodland, diverse blossoming
gardens and coniferous canopies.
With its own small fishing lake and natural
wildlife trails all making up this idyllic and
tranquil holiday setting, forgiving the
occasional honk from Mayo, our resident
Grey Goose.
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balcony views

Nature retreat
Go outdoors
Notter is a haven for birds,
visiting otters, ducks and
many other locals making
their home around the
park’s beautiful ponds and
forest walkways.

Small, well-stocked fishing lake
River fishing access
Boat launch slipway
Notter bridge Inn next door
Woodland walk
Dog friendly accommodation
Nature trail and bug hotel
Picnic spots
Herb garden
Feed the ducks
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Cornwall
Tranquil escapes

Premium Glamping Pods

Holiday Lodges
With luxury fixtures, fittings, and the
latest technology and equipment
throughout you can sit back and relax… Hot tub
whatever the weather! Lovely open plan
layout perfect for the whole family.

Lodge

For those wanting to switch off and
embrace their natural surroundings, our
Kingfisher, Otter and Heron pods offer the
perfect country escape for those wanting
the outdoors-indoors experience.

Sleeps 2+2

Pod

Go

explore

Premium Lodge
Our brand new Cherry Tree boasts
generous seating areas, ornate light
features and ambient contemporary
fire place, it is a happy median between
modernistic and countryside-charm.

Luxury Lodges
Hot tub getaways
Premium Glamping pods
Hot tub

Lodge

Notter Accommodation

If getting away from it all was your intention, this quiet riverside location
offers an idyllic base, lacking in both amusements and entertainment
venues, there is nothing to detract from taking in the surroundings whilst
dining alfresco from your balcony, or taking in the starry night skies from
the luxury of your own bubbling hot tub.
The park is perfectly situated just off the A38, joining the Devon
expressway to Cornwall meaning you have the best of two Counties to
discover right on your doorstep.
In just 17 minutes you can find yourself on the sandy shore or
Downderry, discovering the impressive grounds of Anthony Estate, or
exploring the forgotton corner of Whitsand Bay. Discover your perfect
hot tub lodge escape or Glamping pod break in Cornwall today.
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Set in a beautiful riverside
location in a sheltered woodland
valley along the A38.

The local rod & line fisherman use
these river banks to catch trout or
the odd Atlantic salmon.

Our new Premium Glamping pods are perfect
for those wanting a great location to explore the
quiet south east coast of Cornwall, whilst also
wanting to get closer to nature and the
outdoors.
Our small fishing lake is
stocked with common mirror
carp, bream and tench for all
those who love slow days
fishing.
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NOTTER BRIDGE

Holiday Retreat

The ethos behind Notter Retreat

Notter retreat lies in a sheltered position amidst the natural
untamed woodland, diverse blossoming gardens and coniferous
canopies, with it’s own small fishing lake, nature is at the heart of
what we do here at Notter retreat, making it the idyllic holiday
setting, forgiving the occasional honk from Mayo, our resident
Grey Goose.
This quiet riverside location offers an idyllic base, lacking in both
amusements and entertainment venues, with nothing to detract
from taking in the serene surroundings and just slowing down to
natures pace.

The winding River Lynher is home to a large variety of
local wildlife from white throated dippers, to river otters,
vibrant kingfishers, avocets and wrens to little moorhens
that run along it's banks.

Pop next door offering a great
atmosphere, friendly dining
experience inside or out, with
delightful hosts cooking up a storm
of fresh, wholesome food.

Things to do on park

Cast out on our small fishing lake
Launch your own vessels from our
slipway and explore this stunning
stretch of the Lynher river.
Take your dog on our Woodland
walk or explore the local walks in
the area.

Go on a bug safari
Feed the ducks and wildlife
Have an outdoor picnic
Have a spot of lunch at the
Notter bridge inn next door.
Visit the share library.

Take your dog on a woodland
wonder with acres ountuntouched
forest, and nature trail to explore in
the park itself, or head across the road
along the river for superb walking
trails.

Contact us today: 01752 842318 | coastandcountryparks.co.uk
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Coast

hidden coves, North Devon.

Country
Tamar valley, Cornwall .
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Tamar

On your doorstep

view
River Tamar

Tamar Valley,
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

Dine at the Rifle Volunteer
Join a paddle tour alomg the River Tamar.
Cycle the Tamar trails
Donkey Sanctuary
Morwellham Quay heritage site
Walk from Cotehelle to Calstock and stop in at the
Tamar Inn on the riverside.

Plymouth Sound

Luxury lodges
Country Cottage
Hot tub retreats
own your own Lodge

What our guests say..

Fabulous site with fantastic views. Good location for
exploring both Devon & Cornwall. We had a brand new
lodge with a hot tub, lovely to have a dip after being out all
day.
If you want a peaceful park as a base this is perfect, we will
definitely return.
- Janet - South Wales
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Tamar view
t.

ESCAPE TO THE

Countryside

Luxury Valley View Lodges . Country Cottage . Pet friendly . Hot tub Retreats

Positioned in a tranquil and peaceful setting high up amongst domestic farmland, wild meadow
borders and overlooking views across the ever-changing and dramatic lowlands of the valley.
If getting away from it all was your intention, this quiet countryside location offers an idyllic base,
with nothing to detract from taking in the surroundings whilst dining alfresco from your balcony,
or taking in the clear night skies from the luxury of your own bubbling hot tub.

Country Cottage

Luxury Valley View Lodges - 2 Bed

Brand new double with en-suite, one
twin with family bathroom. A veranda 2 Bedrooms
with patio furniture looks out onto the
extensive views over the Tamar valley
with your own private outdoor hot
tub.

Luxury Valley View Lodges - 3 Bed

Sleeps 4

Lodge

New Luxury double bedrooms with en- 3 Bedrooms Sleeps 6
suite WC and two twin rooms, with
family bathroom. Your very own private
hot tub and verander decking, for you to
enjoy the views all day long.
Lodge

Located in the hamlet of St. Ann’s
Chapel, Tamar Cottage has an
enviable position over looking
Tamar Valley and the River Tamar
in the distance, your own piece of
countryside with private garden
and hot tub, sleeps 6.

3 Bedrooms

2 Pets

Cottage

Pet Friendly Luxury Lodge

Step up onto your own private
decking and venture inside to
discover the well-presented openplan living space, offering all you
could need for a fantastic selfcatered stay in one place for you,
your family and pets.

2 Pets

Sleeps 4-6

Lodge

own your own view over the tamar valley
Escape to the Country

"Each morning waking up to see a Panoramic view of the hills,
and the river glistening was a real treat! "
Tamar View retreat perches itself right at the heart of this Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

Find your adventure with cycling routes along the
Tamar Trails and opportunities to visit National
Trust heritage sites, such as Morwellham Quay,
Cotehele, and the mines at the heart of Poldark
country.
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The Tamar Valley, already a World Heritage site due to it’s
steep Mining Industrial past, was awarded its (AONB) status in
1996 because of it’s richness in beauty and history,
possessing some of the finest examples of British
Countryside, and because of its importance as a haven
for wildlife.
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The retreat sits on the
edge of Dartmoor and
near the old market
town of Tavistock

Things to do

TAMAR VIEW

Holiday Retreat

Situated at the very top of the Tamar valley,
explore Cornwall's hidden corner from this
quiet pocket, close to some of the most
important mining heritage in the World!

Views across to
Tamar bridge

Visit the Donkey Sanctuary
Catch the sunrise at Kit hill summit
Go on a Coastal walk
Visit Whitsand bay
Explore historical Tavistock markets
Eat at one of Cornwall's treasured
Traditional Inns and Taverns.
Discover hidden Dartmoor.

Cycle the Tamar Trails
Explore local mining history
Go for a picnic
Explore Cotehelle National
Trust house and gardens.
Take a river tour at Calstock
Go wild swimming
Take a trip to Tintagel.

YOUR TAMAR

view

Meet your lovely park
host at reception
Our most popular holidays are our hot
tub escapes with stunning views and
fantasticly clear night skies, you can
even bring your pets.

Just a few minutes drive from the
park, Tamar trails offers exciting
cycle paths for all abilities running
through popular deer runs, aswell
as tree-surfing, axe throwing and
lots more woodland activities.
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Explore the local area

You would not quite believe this remarkable valley is situated just
half an hour from Cornwall’s golden south coast beaches.
Discover the less swamped shores of Whitsand bay, Tregantle,
Downderry, Seaton and dare to explore your own hidden coves
along this under-rated stretch of Cornish coastline and the quaint
pubs, beaches and historical buildings that still remain today.

Tamar view holiday retreat is a quaint, family run park in
a quiet area, perfect for connecting with the outdoors and
exploring some of the County's cultural heritage sites,
beaches and woodlands.
Contact us today: 01752 842318 | coastandcountryparks.co.uk
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Share amazing moments
with your furry friends

Take your pooch on a walk along the South west coast path
Explore one of the many National trust estates close by
Take your furry friend on a sea swim with you
Let them run wild in miles and miles of natural moorland.
It's a well known fact - Dogs love the Beach!
Discover some of the South west's hidden lakes.
Explore the lost gardens of heligan, wherever you stay, have a
look for open gardens and local heritage sites in the local area,
there are many in Cornwall and the majority are dog friendly.

Did you know
all our parks
are now..
Dog friendly?

Dogs need Holidays too!
If your pooch could talk they would ask to
come with you every second of the day, so
why not bring them on your holidays with
you!
Across the South west, Coast and Country
parks boasts a wide range of pet friendly
holiday accommodation, set in tranquil
locations with lots of trails and new smells,
making perfect stimulation for your furry
friends on their adventures!

Dog friendly

Nature breaks
34

Time away for
you and for
them..
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Somerset

Private beach access

scenic

Become an Owner

Quiet park of 40 privately owned caravans
Situated at the heart of Brean sands
Direct beach access
Gated and secure park.
Set in a stunning location, surrounded by everything
you would need to keep the entire family busy for
weeks and weeks, you get to choose whether it's an
action packed holiday or a relaxing, quiet break away
getting back to nature and living life in the slow lane
by the beach.

Dogs are welcome at Brean
beach all year round, making
it a perfect holiday destination
for you and them.

s
Brand new luxury
model caravan

find out more
about ownership

Watch out for our wardens
who are regularly onsite
keepingthe site maintained
and looking perfect for your
next visit

Explore the local area
Set in the very heart of Brean Sands, with private access to the 7 mile stretch of golden
beach. The beautiful beachside location is surrounded by everything you would need to
keep the entire family busy. Whether you're into beach fishing, walking around nature
reserves or just lounging on the beach.
Brean is known for so much more than just the beautiful coastline, explore the local area
with great towns and beautiful walks such as National Trust to Brean Down, or take a
stroll to Cheddar Gorge with stunning views of the surrounding areas, there is so much to
explore.
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Contact us today: 07429 848 451 | coastandcountryparks.co.uk
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What our Owner's think..

1. What made you want to think
about buying a holiday home?
I always wanted a holiday
caravan as my parents and
my Grandparents had one.

affordable
holiday lodges
to own

John & Jaqui at Yellow Sands in Brean

Being semi -retired now after
45 years nursing and wanting to be by the sea, it just all fell
into place.
2. What first attracted you to our park?
We had been looking online and had seen other caravans
mainly in wales. Put in a request to YS for information
regarding caravan for sale. Met all our needs by the beach
,owners only, private company, well established in an area
with natural beauty as well as amenities.
There are great theatres in Burnham and Weston which we
regularly visit as well as good restaurants.

live the life you
dream of

3. How did you find the process from viewing to moving in?
Was it relatively simple?
Chris made everything easy for us especially with the
restrictions of lockdown and then differentlevels of travel.
We had dialogue for 8 months before we could visit and we
moved in 10 days after viewing. We had been sent contracts
and park rules right at the start so we had amble time to read
and understand and send many questions to Chris.
4. Whats the best thing about the location?
Right by the sea with direct access to the beach just yards
away. Can hear the sea on the decking just magical. Small
park so everyone friendly and we have made friends

Getting back to nature

More time for the special people

Taking the stress out of holidays
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With the popularity of british holidays on the rise, an
increasing number of families are looking to caravan
and lodge ownership as an easy way to enjoy multiple
holidays throughout the year with the freedom that
brings knowing the park will be well maintained and
secure whilst you're not there.

With the last few years being challenging for
everyone, it has really made us all appreciate the
little things are the more precious as are the
people around us. Spending more time with those
you love is never time wasted!

In the peak season, some sites can become
overcrowded and noisy environments . Our
parks are small family run sites, giving you a
quiet and intimate escapes in isolated coastal
or countryside retreats surrounded by the
natural wildlife.

People's priorities are shifting
As we grow, we also start to appreciate the
important things in life, our lifestyles change,
with many taking to holiday home
ownership as a way to spend more time
doing things we love with those we cherish.

5. What are the top three benefits of owning your own
holiday lodge?
Freedom to just go to the caravan all year round, no packing,
everything is there, it’s home from home!

6. Have you had many friends/family visit for holidays?
What did they think?
Friends and family have visited and just love it. Reinforce
how truly lucky we feel that we managed to get a caravan on
this site and right by the sea in themidst of nature and living
life in the slow lane.
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Luxury
Lodge
find your

Sleeps 4-6

Consider ownership today

Lodge

ABI Coworth
Yellow Sands, Brean
2022 Model, 15yr site licence
36ft x 12ft, 2 bedrooms
Situated on a quiet holiday park in the
centre of Brean with private beach access

"Martin and I always thought we would like a place here if and
when it turned into a site, we were the first to buy. We love the
view which changes with the light and the weather. It is so
peaceful and quiet here. It is very easy to relax. We wont be
going anywhere else in a hurry."

Nature is not just a
place to visit, nature
is home .
view
shop

- Liz & Martin, owners at Tamar view.
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-
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Range of luxury holiday lodges and caravans available
to own today in Cornwall, Devon & Somerset.

your
perfect
holiday
home

Willerby Bespoke
Lynmouth, Devon

"We have fantastic
opportunities for our guests
to own a holiday home at one
of our parks, with brand new
models designed just for
them."

Sunseeker Spirit
Notter Bridge, Cornwall
2022 Model,
15 year site licence
38 x 12ft,
2 Bedrooms
Set on a Riverside plot on our
quaint Cornish Park with slipway
and private fishing lake

42

Contact us today 07429 848 451| coastandcountryparks.co.uk
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Spent a lovely 4 days at Lynmouth holiday Retreat.
I was very impressed The staff are all friendly and helpful, they
explained all the walks from the site and gave me information on local
taxi that were dog friendly The site is well looked after, the toilets and
showers were clean and well maintained, i had a grass pitch
with electric and water the view from the pitch across
to the sea was amazing especially as the sun sets.
- Dawn Badnell

Future

looking to the
-

Notter bridge has achieved the
highest standard awards from the
BH&HPA and British Bee Keepers
Association in relation to its nature
conservation efforts.
Across our parks we prioritise wellbeing and active stimulation,
escapism and environmental
sustainability."

Looking after the nature surrounding our
Coast & Country parks and beyond.

Protecting nature
on our doorstep and beyond

A Pledge for Nature
Support local ecology through rewilding and
concious planting throughout our parks.
More sustainable working operations
Creating natural habitats for local flora & fauna
Focus on woodland management for biodiversity
Partnering with TreeApp to work towards
offsetting our carbon footprint through
tree-planting projects all over the world!
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Nature, wildlife, and tranquillity are all at the forefront of what
attracts so many guests, young and old, couples and large
families, to experience the best the South West has to offer, it is
therefore in our immediate interest to protect the natural world
that surrounds our retreats and beyond.

in 2021 we partnered up with TreeApp to plant a total of 140
trees so far for various countries. Nature plays a huge part in
our reteat we felt it fundamental to play our small part in the
fight against the effects of climate change on our World.

With wildlife like the native hedgehog officially on the
vulnerable list, it's important now more than ever to help protect
the habitats that our neighbouring wildlife need to thrive, and
increase the awareness on the importance of making positive
changes to better influence the course of nature in the future for
all.

Contact us today: 01598 753349 | coastandcountryparks.co.uk
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READY TO
Frequently asked...
Do you accept pets? :

Yes, we have pet friendly accommodation across all
our parks, max 2 dogs per booking.

How much of a deposit
is required? :

20% if booking direct.

What if I need to amend We have introduced a new holiday protection cover
or cancel my booking? : as an optional extra, please see full t&cs on our
website.

Do you have hot tubs?

Yes we have hot tub accommodation across all of our
Devon & Cornwall parks.

How do we book?

You can book online via our website,
you can also call us direct:

Welcome
you
Tamar view,
Gunnislake

Yellow Sands, Brean

4.5/5

Lynmouth holiday
Retreat

Lynmouth:
01598 753349
Tamar & Notter: 01752 842318
Sales enquiries: 07429 848 451

Notter bridge, Saltash

Ready to book your
nature break?

Dogs love the beach (trust us) what
better way to spend time with your
best pals than exploring some of the
many dog friendly beaches that
stretch over the entire south west
coastline!

@lynmouthholidayretreat
@coastandcountryparks
@coastandcountryparks-devon
@coastandcountryparks-cornwall

South west holidays

Four tranquil locations with no amusements or
loud entertainment, we offer a relaxed retreat in
the midst of nature, whether you're nestled deep
into the Cornish Countryside or based on
Devon's dramatic coastline.
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"When choosing a UK holiday you can see why South Coast England
has captured the hearts of millions of holiday makers each year,
captivated by it's deep blue oceans and plentiful beaches.
But It’s not all about the rugged cliffs and coastline – the countryside
of inland Cornwall & Devon is dramatically beautiful. from the
mystical moorlands to the far-reaching fields and farmland, whether
you stay by the coast or opt for the rural Countryside, the true beauty
of the South coast is that you're never far from either!"
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Lynmout h Holida y Re treat, Devon
Ly n m o u t h @ c o a s t a n d c o u n t r y p a r k s .c o. u k
01598 753 349

Notter Bridge, Cornwall
Kirsten@coastandcountryparks.co.uk
01752 842 318

Tamar V iew, Cor nwall
Kirsten@coastandcountryparks.co.uk
01752 842 318

Ye l l o w S a n d s , B r e a n , S o m e r s e t
Chris@coastandcountryparks.co.uk
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